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Abstract 
The focus of this thesis is on the blow-up of a recently derived one-dimensional 
shallow water equation which is formally integrable and can be obtained by ap-
proximat ing directly the Hamil tonian for Euler's equations in the shallow water 
regime. Some new criteria guaranteeing the development of singularities in fi-
nite t ime for strong solutions w i th smooth in i t ia l data are obtained, both for the 
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I n this thesis we consider the fol lowing shallow water equations 
Ut — Ua^xt + 3UU工 二 + UU讓,t > 0, X G E 
< u{x + l , t ) = u{x,t), t > 0 , x e M (1-1) 
u{x, 0) = uo{x), X e R 
\ 
for the periodic case, and the following for the non-periodic case 
Ut — u 工:j^t + 工 = 2 u x U x x + uuxxx^ t > 0,x eR 
< (1.2) 
u{x, 0) = uo{x), X e R . 
\ 
(1.1) and (1.2) model wave mot ion in shallow water w i t h u denoting the height 
of the water above a flat bot tom, cf. [2 . 
The above equations were found earlier by Fokas and Fuchssteiner (see [17]) as 
a bi-Hamil tonian generalization of K d V . A quite intensive study of equations (1.1) 
and (1.2) started w i t h the discoveries of Camassa and Ho lm [2]: Besides deriving 
the equation f rom physical principles, they obtained the associated isospectral 
problem and found that the equation has solitary waves which interact like soli-
tons. Equations (1.1) and (1.2) were found independently by Dai [14] as a model 
for nonlinear waves in cylindrical hyper elastic rods w i th u{x, t) representing the 
radial stretch relative to a prestressed state. 
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Unlike the K d V equation (which is an approximation to the equations of 
mot ion), equations (1.1) and (1.2) are obtained by approximat ing direct ly in the 
Hami l tonian for Euler's equations in the shallow water regime, cf. [3]. They are 
good approximations for the fu l l inviscid water wave equation, just as consistent 
in the small-amplitude shallow water regime as K d V or Wh i tham's equation. 
Wh i t ham [32] observed that solutions of the K d V equation do not break as 
physical water waves do; recently Bourgain [1] proved that the K d V equation 
has global solutions for square integrable in i t ia l data in the periodic case. As 
noted in [32], i t is intr iguing to find mathematical equations for shallow water 
waves including the breaking phenomenon, as well as cri teria for its occurrence. 
For models describing water waves, we say that wave breaking holds if the solu-
tion (representing the wave) remains hounded but its slope becomes infinite in finite 
time: the profile will gradually steepen as it propagates until it finally develops a 
point where the slope is vertical and the wave is said to have broken, cf. [32]. We 
wi l l see that (1.1) and (1.2) present this remarkable property. Surprisingly, i t is 
the shape of the in i t ia l data and not its smoothness or size that influence the life 
span. 
Now, there are many results about the blow-up of (1.1) and (1.2). We would 
like to wr i te down some results obtained by others first. 
1. Periodic case. 
In [4], Constantin proved that the solution to (1.1) blows up in finite t ime if 
UQ G is odd, where § denote the unit circle , i.e., S = R / Z . 
In [7], Constantin and Escher proved the following two theorems. 
Theorem 1.1 [7] Assume that the potential I/Q = UQ — UQ^X ^ //^(S) correspond-
ing to the initial data Uq ^ 0 is such that fg yo = 0. Then the solution to (1.1) 
blows up in finite time. 
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Theorem 1.2 [7] Assume that the initial datum UQ E H^{S),UO 丰 0； satisfies 
j j ^ u l + uquI^) = 0. 
Then the corresponding solution of (1.1) blows up in finite time. 
In [8], Constantin and Escher proved the following theorem. 
Theorem 1.3 [8] Assume uq e satisfies 
min UQJX) + < — ||tto||//i(s). 
xes xes ^ ‘ 
Then the maximal existence time of the corresponding solution to (1.1) is finite. 
2. Non-periodic case. 
I n [2], Camassa and Holm conjectured that an in i t ia l profile having a suffi-
ciently negative slope steepens and vert ical i ty develops in f inite t ime, i.e., wave 
breaking occurs. In [9], Constantin and Escher proved this conjecture. More 
precisely, we have 
Theorem 1.4 [9] Assume that the initial profile UQ G has at some point 
a slope which is less than —(l/\/2) Then wave breaking for the corre-
sponding solution of (1.2) occurs. 
I n [6], Constantin and Escher proved 
Theorem 1.5 [6] Assume that uq G is odd and uox{0) < 0. Then the 
corresponding solution of (L2) does not exist globally. 
In [22], L i and Olver proved 
Theorem 1.6 [22] Let s G [2, oo) he any real number. If the initial datum UQ of 
the Cauchy problem (1.2) satisfies the conditions 
Uq e fP(R), / ul^dx < 0 and 86 (股）< ( / z^rCb^, 
JK. JIR 
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where b = + ||“0||^1(股))and c is a constant to be specified in the proof, 
then there exists T*, 0 < T * < - 4 | | ^ o | | ^ i ( ] r ) / ( / r U Q ^ ^ x ) such that the correspond-
ing solution u e C ( [ 0 , r * ) ; i i P ( R ) ) and u工 cease to exist in i P ( R ) at the time T* 
in the sense that 
l i m s u p = 00 and l i m = oo, 
t^T* “ T * 
for any q € (3 /2 , s . 
A deeper resul t was ob ta ined by H.P. M c K e a n i n [23], where he showed 
Theorem 1.7 [23] Assume either UQ G is of period 1 or else UQ G 
M + C^ (R) (^CJ^(IR) denotes a rapid decreasing function, for example H^, s big 
enough) andyo 二 UQ—UOXX has only a finite number of (proper) changes of sign (per 
period). Then the solution exists in its function class for all times 0 < t < oo 
only if the points X- where yQ{x-) < 0 lie wholly to the left of the points where 
yo(工+) > 0 (which never happens in the periodic case unless I/Q is of one sign). 
Conversely, if yo is not of such a shape, then the solution breaks down at some 
time T < oo. 
Remark 1.1 The proof of the theorem in [23] is not very clear. Actually, Pro-
fessor Zhouping Xin pointed out a gap in the original proof, then McKean made 
up the gap. But the remaining part seems unclear to us also. We try to give 
a different proof for McKean's theorem, but fail (we still keep it in our mind). 
Actually, we have two theorems (see Theorem D and E) to guarantee blow up 
in finite time for (1.2)，which are special cases of McKean，s. In chapter 4, we 
will give proofs to these theorems and will show that the condition in McKean，s 
theorem is also sufficient, see Theorem F. 
I n th is thesis, some new cr i ter ia guaranteeing the development of s ingular i t ies 
i n f in i te t ime for s t rong solut ions w i t h smooth i n i t i a l da ta are obtained. More 
precisely, we have the fo l lowing ma in results. 
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Theorem A Assume uq e satisfies 
minUoa:{x) < -v /Co| |wo| | f / i (S) , 
where 
eV2 + e - i / 2 
Co ^ 2(e i /2 — e - i / 2 ) . 
Then the life span T > 0 of the corresponding solution to (1.1) is finite, i.e., wave 
breaking occurs. 
R e m a r k 1 .2 Theorem A is a significant improvement of Theorem 1.3, since 
Theorem 1.3 does not work under the condition maxa;gs + min^reswoa；(工)> 
0，and the constant CQ ^ 1.08198 is less than 2\/3. 
Remark 1.3 For the following family of equations 'parameterized by the speed 
K eM of the Galilean frame, cf. [3] 
Ut - Uxxt + 工 + 3uux = + uu讓,t>0,xeR 
< 力+ 1) 二 iiOr:,t)， t>o,xem (1-3) 
u{x,0) = Uo{x), X e M 
\ 
we have 
Theorem A' Assume UQ G satisfies 
minuoa:{x) < + 
Then the solution to (1.3) blows up in finite time. 
In [10], Constantin and Escher proved that 
Theorem 1,8 [10] Assume that UQ G C ° ° ( S ) is such that 
m i n u o x { x ) + m a x u o x { x ) < —2V^|| t io| | f / i (§) — 32|a€ . 
x&S 
Then the solution of (1.3) with initial data Uq blows up in finite time. 
One can see that Theorem A^ is a good improvement of the above result obtained 
by Constantin and Escher. 
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Theorem B Assume that UQ G satisfies 
/ p \ 1/2 
mmuo:^{x) < — + (J各 uoda:)。) . 
Then the lifespan of the solution to (1.1) is finite. 
Let 
E { u ) f + ul)dx 
JR 
I n [2], Camassa and H o l m proved that. E{u) is a conserved q u a n t i t y for equat ion 
(1.2). 
For the non-per iod ic case, we have 
Theorem C Assume UQ G satisfies the following conditions 
f uLdx < 0 , ( [ 血 ) > 3 炉 O o ) . 
JR \JR J 
Then the corresponding solution to (1.2) blows up in finite time. 
Theorem D Suppose UQ E H^ (M)； yo = UQ — UQXX satisfies 
yo{x) > 0 0) on (—oo, xq] and yo{x) < 0 0) on [xq, oo) 
for some point xq G R . Then the solution u{x, t) to (1.2) with initial data Uo{x) 
blows up in finite time. 
Theorem E Assume UQ € yo = UQ — UQ^X satisfies 
yo{x) > 0, on (—a, —c) and y o ⑷ < 0, on (c, a), 
where a, c > 0, a > c. Moreover, yo{x) is an odd function. Then the maximum 
time of existence of the corresponding solution t) to (1.2) is finite. 
Theorem F Assume UQ G yo = UQ — UQX^ satisfies 
yo{x) < 0 on (—oo, xo] and yo{x) > 0 on [xq, oo) 
for some point Xq E { E U 士oo}. Then the corresponding solution u{x, t) to (1.2) 
exists globally in time. 
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Remark 1.4 The meaning of "VQ^X) < 0 on (—oo，Xo] and yo{x) > 0 on 
xo, oo), for XQ G 土oo" is that y。does not change sign. 
Remark 1.5 Theorem F improves the global existence result obtained in [6] (also 
in [26]) where the additional assumption yo G is imposed. 
Remark 1.6 By McKean，s theorem and the global existence result obtained by 
Constantin and Escher in [7], we get a sufficient and necessary condition for 
global existence of strong solution for the periodic case. It is 
Corollary 1.9 Suppose UQ G I F ^ ( S ) . The solution u{x, t) to (1.1) with initial 
data Uq exists globally if and only if yo = Uq — Uqxx does not change sign. 
B y McKean ' s theorem and Theorem F, we ob ta in the suff icient and necessary 
cond i t i on for global existence of s t rong so lut ion for non-per iod ic case. I t is 
Corollary 1.10 Assume UQ G H^(M)； the corresponding solution t) to (1.2) 
exists globally if and only if yo = UQ — uq^X satisfies 
yo{x) <0 on (—oo, Xq] and yoix) >0 on [xq, oo) 
for some point xq E { M U 士oo}. 
Remark 1.7 Although we have built sufficient and necessary conditions for the 
blow-ups of solutions to (1.1) and (1.2), Theorem A, Theorem B and Theorem C 
give criteria guaranteeing blow up in other directions and they are also interesting. 
So in this sense, they are valuable. 
T h e focus of th is thesis is on the b low-up of equat ion (1.1) and (1.2), for other 
issues, such as well-posedness, s tab i l i t y of peakons and the existence and unique-
ness of weak solutions, please see [12], [13], [19], [22], [23], [24], [26], [30], [31 . 
We now conclude th is in t roduc t ion by ou t l in ing the rest of th is thesis. I n 
chapter 2，we w i l l present some results proved by others, wh ich w i l l be used in 
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this thesis. In chapter 3, we wi l l give the proof of Theorem A, Theorem A ' and 
Theorem B. Some examples w i l l be given also. In chapter 4, we w i l l prove Theo-
rem C, D, E and F. 
Chapter 2 
Preliminaries 
This chapter is devoted to present some results which we want to use in this 
thesis. 
Let us first recall 
Theorem 2.1 [7] Given UQ G there exists a maximal T 二 T(uo) > 0 and 
a unique strong solution 
u 二 u(.,uo) e C ( [ 0 ,T ) ; / / 3 (s ) ) n T ) ; H'(S)} 
to Problem (1.1). The solution depends continuously on the initial data, i.e., the 
mapping UQ h u ( . ’ uo ) IS continuous from to C {[O.T); ([0, T ) ; / / ^ ( S ) ) 
and iJT < oo we have limt—了 (艺，.)||//3(s) = oo. Moreover, + u^dx is con-
serveA on [0, T ) . For UQ G the solution u possesses the additional regularity 
？ n o ) G C([0, T ) ; H\S)) n C'l([0，T); 
Proof: The proof given here was obtained by Constantin and Escher using Kato's 
theorem. 
We want to introduce some notations before reviewing Kato's theorem. 
Notations: \x\x stands for the norm of x in X, a general Hi lbert space. C(Y, X} 
denotes all linear maps from V to X: if A' = Y, we wri te it as C{X). 
10 
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For convenience, we state here Kato's theorem in the form suitable for our 
purposes. 
Consider the abstract quasi-linear evolution equation 
^(0) = ”0， 
\ 
Let X and Y be Hi lbert spaces such that Y is continuously and densely injected 
into X and let Q : y —> X be a topological isomorphism. Assume that 
(i) A{y) G /：{¥, X) for 2/ G y w i th 
{A{y) - A{z))w\x < /J^AIV — Z\X\W\Y, e Y, 
and A{y) is quasi-m-accretive, uni formly on bounded sets in Y. 
(ii) B{y) = [Q, where B{y) G C{X) is bounded, uni formly on bounded 
sets in Y, Moreover, 
{B{y) - B{z))w\x < fJ^sly - z\y\w\x, y,z eY, w e X. 
(i i i) f : Y Y and extends also to a map from X into X , / is bounded on 
bounded sets in y , and 
f { y ) — f{z)\Y < / i i b - Z\y, y,z eY, 
f { y ) - f{z)\x < iMy 一 ^U , y^z e x . 
Here FIA^ I^B and depend only on max{ |y |y , \Z\Y}, and /i2 depends only 
on max{ |y |x , \z\x}-
Theorem 2.2 [21] Assume that (2), { i i ) and { i i i ) hold. Given UQ G Y, there is 
a maximal T > 0 depending only on |i;o|y and a unique solution v to (2.1) such 
that 
v = v{..vo) e C ( [ 0 , T ) ; Y ) N C ^ ( [ 0 , T ) ; X ) . 
Moreover, the map VQ I—> v{., VQ) is continuous from Y to C( [0, T ) ; Y ) N C ^ ( [ 0 , T ) ; X). 
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We describe now the framework in which we reformulate problem (1.1). 
First, we identi fy al l spaces of periodic functions w i t h funct ion spaces over 
the uni t circle S in for simplicity, we drop S f rom our notat ion. 
Set X = L^,Y = H\ and Q = (I -宪广".With y = — as the potential, 
we rewrite (1.1) in the equivalent form 
‘ y t + = - 2 y [ Q — 2 y h in l2， 
< (2.2) 
y(o) = 2/0, 
\ 
which is of type (2.1) w i t h 
A(y) = (Q-'y)d,, f ( y ) = - 2 " ( Q - 〜 )工， y e H\ 
where dom {A{y)) = {v E L"^ : {Q~^y)v G i J ^ } . 
Theorem 2.3 Given yo G H^, there is a maximal T > o, depending only on 
l^olli^i； and a unique solution y to (2.2) such that 
y = y(.,2/o) e C{[o,T);H') n C i ( [ o , r ) ; L 2 ) . 
Moreover, the map yo y(.,yQ) is continuous from H^ to C ( [ 0 , T ) ; T ) ; L ^ ) . . 
In order to prove Theorem 2.1, we prove Theorem 2.3 first. In the following, c 
stands for a generic constant. 
We first study the linear operator A{y) for y G H^. To do this, let u G B^ be 
fixed and define linear operators in L^ by 
dom(D) := {v E L^ : uv E Dv := {uv)x — u^v, 
dom{Do) := dom[D), DQV : = —{uv)^. 
Note that the usual pointwise mult ipl icat ion H^ x H^ ^ H^ has a unique con-
tinuous extension to a map H ! x —> H _ i , which we wi l l not distinguish 
notationally. Therefore, given v G we obtain by approximation the general-
ized Leibniz formula 
{uv)x = UxV + uVx in i f - 1 . 
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Now let V E dom(D) be given. Then (uv)工 and u工v belong to 1? and hence 
Dv = {uv).j： — UxV = uVx G L?. 
Observe that except for mi ld regularity, we do not assume any further properties 
of u. In particular, u may vanish on an arbitrary subset of S. In this sense, 
D : V uVx should be regarded as a (possibly) degenerate linear differential 
operator. 
In the proofs of Lemma 2.5 and Lemma 2.6 we wi l l appeal to the following 
approximation result: 
Lemma 2.4 Given v G dom(D)，there exists a sequence Vn G C°°(S) such that 
Vn — ” and {uvn)x {uv)x in L^. 
The proof of this lemma is standard, so we omit the details, cf. [7 . 
Lemma 2.4 proves that is a core for the operator D. 
Lemma 2.5 D and DQ are both quasi-accretive in 
Proof: I t is enough to prove that for some c > 0 we have 
[DV,V)Q < {DQV,V)Q < V e dom[D). 
(.,.)o means the inner product in L?\ 
For this we are going to show that 
1 f 
{Dv, v)o = - / UxV^dx, V E dom{D) 
^ JS 
Given v G dom{D), choose a sequence Vn G C°°(S) such that Vn v in I? and 
Dvn — Dv in 1/2 (see Lemma 2.4). Then 
{Dv, v)o = J (uv)xvdx — J UxV^dx 
= l i m / {(uVn)xVn — n—>00 Js 
= l i m [ uvn{vn)xdx = \ l i m f u(vl)xdx ⑴ Js 2 7s 
= — - l i m [ Uxvldx = — ^  f u^v^dx. 
2 n-^ oo Js 工 n 2Js 
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Since Uj； e C(S), we conclude that D is quasi-accretive. 
As above, we can see that 
{DoV,v)q = —i / V e dom(Do), 
Z Js 
completing the proof. • 
Lemma 2.6 D* 二 A). 
Proof: First, fix e dom{D*). The functional 
F{(p) = {Dip,w)o = f uif^wdx =〔(f,D*w)o, ^ e 
Js 
is obviously continuous in I?. Therefore uw G H^ and 
F{cp) = - ^ ^ e C°°(S), 
Thus w E dom{DQ) and DQW = D*w. this prove that D* C DQ. Conversely, let 
V G dom{Do) be given. For w ：二 DQV we get by approximation (in the sense of 
Lemma 2.4) that 
{Dz, v)o 二 z G dom(D). 
This proves that DQ C D*. Therefore D* = DQ. • 
Proposition 2.7 D is quasi-m-accretive in I?. 
Proof: By Lemma 2.5 and 2.6 we have that D and D* are quasi-accretive. Clas-
sical arguments [25] then prove the assertion. • 
We are now concerned w i th the operator B{y) = QA{y)Q~^ — A{y) where 
y E H^ is fixed. To derive a representation and estimates for this operator on I?, 
we wi l l need some tools from harmonic analysis. 
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Let S{Z) be the Schwartz space of all rapidly decreasing sequences and let 
JT G /5om(C^(§) ,<S(Z)) be the Fourier transform on S, cf. [27]. Given y G 丑丄，we 
introduce the mult ipl icat ion operator M(y) on I? defined by M{y)v = {Q~^y)v. 
Let us also denote by [.’.] the usual commutator. 
Lemma 2.8 B{y) 二 [Q’7kf⑷]么Q—i on 
Proof: As one can verify by direct computation, 
B{y) = [Q,M{y)%Q-' — M{y)[d,,Q]Q-\ 
Hence i t suffices to see that [dx, Q]三 0. But this follows from the representations 
A 
where fn E <S(Z) stands for the Fourier series of / G C°°(S). • 
Proposition 2.9 Given y G H^, the operator B{y) can be extended to an oper-
ator in that is uniformly hounded for WVWH^ hounded. 
Proof: Clearly dxQ一丄 extends to a bounded linear operator on I ? that is inde-
pendent of y 6 丑1. Recall that Q is a first-order, pseudo-differential operator 
and that G H^. Therefore, by means of local coordinates and proposition 
V7.6.3 in [29], the arguments given in section VII.3.5 of [29] show that [Q, M{y) 
extends to a bounded linear operator in I ? . Moreover, the norm of this operator 
in is extended by c\\dx{Q~'^y)\\L°° and hence by c||y||讲. • 
Recall that c stands for a generic constant. 
(i) Clearly A{y) G I?) for y G 丑丄’ and by Proposition 2.7 we have that 
A{y) is a quasi-m-accretive uniformly on bounded sets in H^. 
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Let y, z,w e H^. Then 
\\{A{y) - A{z))w\\l. = - z)w斤dx 
< c\\Q-\y - z)\\loo\\w\\j,R 
< c\\Q-\y - z)\\l4w\\jj, 
(i i) As noted before, B{y) = [Q，M(2/)]<9工Q—i, and the first assertion follows 
f rom Proposit ion 2.9. To conclude the last assertion, observe that B{y)— 
B{z) = B { y - z ) . 
(i i i) Using the fact H^ is a Banach algebra, i t is clear that f maps H^ into itself 
and is bounded on bounded sets in H^ . Obviously, i t extends to a map 
f rom I ? to I ? . The local Lipschitz properties of / can easily be checked. 
So we finish the proof of Theorem 2.3. 
Proposition 2.10 If y。G IP, then the solution y of equation (2.2) possesses 
the additional regularity 
Proof: Given yo G let m G C([0, T ) ; i / ^ ) H CH[0, T ) ; L^) be the solution of 
(2.2) constructed in Theorem 2.3. 
F ix To e (0 ,T) . For each t e [0,To], let Ai(t) denote the part of A(y(t)) in 
H^. From Propositions 2.7 and 2.9 and lemma 5.4.4 in [25], we know that the 
family {Ai{t) : t G [0,Tq]} is stable in H^. Consequently, theorem 5.2.3 in [25 
implies that {Ai{t) + L i ( t ) : t E [0,To]} is stable in H^, where Li{t) denotes the 
mult ip l icat ion operator on H^ induced by —{Q~'^y{t))x G H^. 
Clearly Q : H"^ —> H^ is an isomorphism, and 
⑴ + - (A,(t) + Li⑴)’ t e [0,To]. 
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defines a norm-continuous fami ly of operators in Addi t ional ly , i t is not 
d i f f icul t to see tha t 
dom{Ai{t)) = {veH^ ： {Q-Mi))xV e H^}, t G [0，To]. 
Hence IP C dom{Ai[t)) for t G [0, To] since EP is a Banach algebra. 
Consequently, corol lary 5.4.7 in [25] guarantees the linear evolut ion problem 
i n丑 1 
dy 
— + + = 二 2/0， 
has a unique solut ion i; e (7([0, T ) ;丑 ”门（7 i ( [ o ’ T ) ;丑 i ) . 
Obviously, v is also a classic solution ( in the sense of [25]) of the fol lowing 
linear evolut ion problem in L^: 
where A q ⑴ : = A { y { t ) ) and !/〇⑴ stands for the mul t ip l icat ion operator on 
induced by —{Q~'^y{t))x' Finally, the proof of Theorem 2.3 and again corol-
lary 5.4.7 f rom [25] show that the above problem is well-posed in I?. Bu t y is 
also a solution of the same problem, and therefore we conclude that v = y E 
C([0, T ) ;丑2) n C1([0, T ) ; i J i ) , imply ing the assertion. • 
B y the above theorems, lemmas and propositions we can finish the proof of 
Theorem 2.1. For the energy conservation property, we show i t as the following: 
Let u — Using equation (2.2) and integrat ing by parts, we get 
and therefore 
— f {u^ + u'i)dx = f yutdx + [ ytudx. 
at Js Js Js 
On the other hand, 
J^yutdx = jj^uut - UxxUt)dx = J ytudx. 
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Hence 
4 / ( y + ul)dx 二 2 f ytudoc, 
at Js Js 
and using equation (2.2), we find 
- f- [ (u^ + ul)dx 二 - 4 / uu^ydx - 2 f u^i/xdx = 0. 
at Js Js Js 
• 
Remark 2.1 In [6], Constantin and Escher proved the well-posedness for the 
equation (1.2) by a method similar to the proof of Theorem 2.1. More precisely, 
they obtained 
T h e o r e m 2 .11 [6] Given UQ G there exists a maximal T = T(uo) > 0 
and a unique solution 
u = v l , u o ) G 6^([0,10;丑3(]^))门（71([0，7^);丑2(股)) 
to Problem (1.2). The solution depends continuously on the initial data, i.e., the 
mapping UQ ^ u{.,uo) is continuous from to C([0, T); D T); 
iJ^(R)). If UQ E we may get the higher regularity 
u 二 u(,, Uo) e C([0, T); H\R)) n C^ 1([0，T); F^(IR)). 
Remark 2.2 For equation (1.3) parameterized by the speed K, eR of the Galilean 
frame, cf. [3], in [10], Constantin and Escher proved 
T h e o r e m 2 .12 [10] Given UQ E if^(S), there exists a maximal T = T{UQ) > 0 
and a unique solution u to (1.3) such that 
U = u(., Uo) e C([0, T); n (：71([0, T); H\S)) 
The solution depends continuously on the initial data, i.e., the mapping UQ i-^ 
u{.,uo) is continuous from to C{[0,T); D C\[0,T); More-
over, if UQ E 丑4(S)， then the solution possesses the additional regularity u G 
C([0, T); H\S)) n Ci([0, 
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Remark 2.3 In [26], by the same theorem of Kato, but Rodriguez-Blanco proved 
a deeper well-posedness to (1.2). He obtained the following theorem. 
Theorem 2.13 [26] Given UQ E s > 3 /2 , there exists a maximal T = 
T{uo) > 0 and unique solution u to (1.2) such that 
u = u[., uo) e C([0, T);丑s(R)) n T); H'-\R)) 
The solution depends continuously on the initial data, i.e., the mapping UQ 
u{.,uo) is continuous from H'{R) to C([0, T); iJ (^R)). 
In [22]，Li and Olver have proved a similar theorem for equation (1.3) hy a 
different method from the above. 
Actually, in [20], Him on as and Misiolek proved that the exponent s = 3 / 2 is 
the critical Sobolev exponent for the well-posedness of the Cauchy problems (1.1) 
and (1.2). 
T h e operator defined above can be represented as a convo lu t ion operator : 
Q - 2 / = c w , for / e l 2， 
where G(x)—⑶^二Tnh[(l) ？), $ G S, is the associated Green funct ion, [.] stands for 
the integer par t and * stands for convolut ion. 
We see t h a t equat ion (1.1) can also be w r i t t e n as 
Q2(ut + uua：) = + ^ul). 
Using the fa i r ly expl ic i t representat ion of Q—2 given above, we ob ta in t h a t 
ut 一 uu工 二 —么 ( G * {u^ + ^uD) i n C( [0, T ) ; H ^ ) 
where * stands for convolut ion w i t h respect to the spat ia l variable. B y differen-
t i a t i on we ob ta in t ha t 
utx - uu^^ + ul = -^^uD) 
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and therefore 
Utx — UU工工 + = - G^iu^ + ^ul) (2.3) 
in the space C ( [ 0 , T ) ; L^). 
Consider m{t) := inf^ces t ) , then for every t G [0, t) there exists at least 
one point ^{t) G S w i t h m(t) = ih(扮),t). 
Lemma 2.14 [8] Let u{t) be the solution to (1.1) on [0, T) with initial data UQ G 
//4(§)， as given by Theorem 2.1. Then the function m{t) is almost everywhere 
differentiable on [0, T), with 
dm{t) 
也 = u t 工 胁 a . e . on ( 0 , T ) . 
P r o o f : From Theorem 2.1 we know that u G C([0, T ) ; H T ) ; / / ^ ) and 
therefore (2.3) holds in the space C([0, T ) ; / / ^ ) . 
I t is not hard to see that 
rn{t) 一 m(s)| < 工⑴—tix(5)||L-(S) < � �一� 0 ) | | / / i ( s ) ’ 
(2.4) 
where Co is the constant in Theorem A, which we wi l l prove in Chapter 3. Ap-
ply ing to the r ight-hand side of the above inequality the mean-value theorem in 
the Hi lber t space /7^(S), cf. [16], we obtain 
m ⑴ - m { s ) \ < Co\t — .s| sup ||",工(<0ll//i(s), € [0，/'). 
Recalling that (2.3) holds in C([0, r ) ; /厂），we deduce that 7n{t) is locally Lipscli i tz 
on (0,7') , i.e., m G T). cf.[9]. Radcinaclier's thoorf i i i yicdcls the a.o. 
clifFerentiability of m on (0, T). 
Fix now t e (0. T). We have that 
^'At + h) - u^t) 
^ utxit) //i(s) — 0 as k — 0. 
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and by (2.4) we deduce 
sup ^ — Utx[y, t ) i^i 0 as h — 0. (2.5) 
yes tl 
Note that by the definit ion of m we have 
m[t + /i) 二 + h),t^h) < u“彻,t + h) 
and recall that m ⑴ = C o n s e q u e n t l y , for h > 0, we have 
m{t + /i) - m{t) < u•认t),t + h) — 
h — h • 
Let t ing — 0+ in the previous relation and using (2.5), we obtain 
+ ^ 购义⑴，力)，力 e ( o , T ) . (2.6) 
/i—0+ 以 
On the other hand, observe that 
m(t - h) = u ^ { ^ { t - h ) , t - h ) < 
Hence, we have 
m{t) — m(力-h) \ u ^ t ) , t ) - 魂 t ) , t - h) 
h - h ,作〉 
Let t ing in the previous relation h 0+ and using (2.5), we obtain 
m ⑴ — 广 / O > 叫 棚 , t ) , t e (0 ,T) . (2.7) 
We proved above that m{t) is a.e. differentiable on (0, T ) and the relations (2.6) 
and (2.7) enable us to conclude 
= a.e. on (0 ,T) . 
• 
Remark 2.4 For the equation (1.2) and (1.3), in [9] and [10] respectively, Con-
stantin and Escher proved the same result as in Lemma 2.14 using the same 




I n this chapter, we w i l l prove Theorem A , Theorem A ' and Theorem B and give 
some examples. 
I n order to prove Theorem A and A ' , we first prove the fol lowing key lemma. 
Lemma 3.1 For all f G the following inequality holds 
max f { x ) < CoWfWli^s)-
where CQ : . Moreover CQ is the minimum value, so in this sense, 
Co is the optimal constant which is obtained by the associated Green function 
广 二 cosh(a:—[3：]—：！) 
。 — 2 s i n h ( | ) • 
Proof: We would like to find the opt imal constant c such that 
Mlio°(s) < for all u G 
Let 
A= {ue I 二 1} 
and 
I[u] = = + ul)dx, u e A. 
22 
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Step 1: We need to find the minimizer of the funct ional I[u] i n the space A. 
Let C be a min imiz ing sequence, i.e., I [uk] — inf^e^^ as 
A; —> oo. 
Since / [ I ] = 1, then 0 < < 1. Therefore is bounded in 
i/i(S)，so there exists a subsequence { u k j论 = i C { i x ^ j ^ i , and we denote i t 
by { u k } ^ i also, and a, uq ^ w i t h 
U k 」 u o , in i / i ( S ) . 
On the other hand, 
I[u] — and I[UQ] < l i m i n f I[UK]^ 
、) k^oo 
SO I[uo] = infue^ I[u] and we can get 
Uk — UQ in 
By Sobolev embedding, we know 
2 2 
Uk — UQ < C Uk — UQ / / I ( § ) , 
SO ||UO||L°°(§) = 1. Hence we have uq ^ A and Uk — uq in A. 
Step 2: By step 1, we know that I[u] has a minimizer in A^ say g. Let 
I{t) = I[g + M = +1 计 + {QX + Upxfdoc 
where 
Since g is the minimizer, we get 
《(0) = jj^gp + g咖)dx = 一 fcj—= 0, (3.1) 
i.e., g — pxx = 0 in the distr ibut ional sense. By a simple computation, we 
have 工 ) ] = s o g 三 1 on S is not a minimizer. Therefore, 
there exists some point, say XQ, such that Q^XQ) < 1. 
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Let Lf be any C① funct ion w i t h compact support in a small neighborhood 
U{xo,6) , which means the neighborhood centered at xq w i t h the length 6. 
Since g is continuous ( / / ^ (S) C C(§ ) ) , we can choose 6 and e sufficiently 
small such that 
{e^ + < 1, for all x G f / (xo, d). 
Then ||分 + = 1, since 三 0 outside U(xq, S). 
Replacing cp by E(p in (3.1), we get 
[ { g - gxx)eifdx = £ [g - gxx)^dx = 0. 
Js Ju{xo,6) 
Therefore 
/ {g - 9xx)^ dx = 0 
JU{XQ,6) 
and g — g^x is smooth in U(rr。，S). 
So we get the following result: 
g is smooth in < 1}. 
Step 3: We wi l l show that g must have only one maxi ini i in point. 
Since g is coiit i iuious on §, ||(7||lco(s) = niaXj-es L(/(工）. 
C l a i m 1: The inaxi inuin points can not be dense in any interval contained 
in S. 
P r o o f : Suppos(、otherwise, then by the coi i t i i i i i i ty of (/. we get ry 三 1 on 
t he interval, say [a, b] C [0, 1 . 
lA、t. 
, , “ ~ , if T e ^(l. I), 
otherwise. 
\ 
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I t is easy to check that g{x) G A. By some direct computat ions we get 
M 二 + F 恤 
= 动 办 + + 动 办 
- ( “ ) £ ^ + / 寧 运 ) " I 
< [ ig^ + gDdx. 
M m 
= M 
I t is a contradict ion. • 
Claim 2: The number of maximal points can not exceed 1. 
Proof: Suppose that the number of maximal points is larger than or equal 
to 2. By claim 1, we can suppose that OCQ is a maximal point and there exist 
0 < £ o < l , 0 < ^ < l such that 
1 — < b ⑷ I < 1, f o r a l l X e {U(xo, 6) \ xq}. 
Let Mq = inax{|乂:Co — <5)1，\g{xQ + (5)|} and U(xq) be a neighborhood of a:。： 
U{xq) = {xe U{xo,S)\Mo < |p(x)|}. 
Then set 
Mosgn{g{xo)} , i f x E U{xo), 
= < 
g(cc), otherwise. 
I t is not dif f icult to check that gi G A , and we obtain 
= J^igl + gDdx 
= f Mldx + / (f + gl)dx 
< [ 9 ^ + 9ldx+ [ [g^ + gl)dx 
JU{xo) Js\U{xo) 
= M -
This contradicts w i th g being the minimizer. 
Hence claim 2 is true. • 
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Step 4: By step 3 we know that g has only one maximal point. Af ter choosing 
suitable coordinate, we can assume that 
^ < 1 in (0,1) and ^(0) - ^(1) = 1. 
I t follows from step 2 that ^ is a classic solution of the following in (0,1), 
9 - 9xx = 0. 
For the above equation, we know the nontr iv ial solution has the form ae工 + 
ce—z. Thus by the boundary condition, after calculation we get 
1 — e—1 1 e — 1 
a = and c = . 
e — e—i e — e] 
Thence g 二 . Finally, we can get the constant CQ = ^{E'^L^-E-^L'^)‘ 
• 
Proof of Theorem A. Rewrite the equation as 
Ut - uu工 + d,(G * (以2 + 1 ^ 2 ) ) = 0 (3.2) 
where 
cosh fx — X — —1 
G(x) = tt~~—, X G S, is the Green function of / — A . 、) 2s inh ( | ) ’ 
Differentiation (3.2) w i th respect to x yields 
UTX - ^t^xx + ul = + 
= ( Q 2 — / ) ( ( ? * (以2 + 臺⑷） 
= { u ^ + ^u',) 
so that 
Utx — U U 工 工 - ^ u l - G ^ (>2 + ^ul). ( 3 . 3 ) 
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Let 
m(t) inf Ux{x,t) t G [0, T ) , 
xES 
see lemma (2.14). Sett ing x = ^{t) in (3.3), we obtain 
智 + \ m 、 — [G * + ^ u l M i t l t ) a.e. on (0，T). (3.4) 
By the representation of G, assume x < 1, then 
+ = ^ ― ^ J ^ cosh(x - T ] - t) + t))drj 
r\ 1 1 
+ 义 cosh(x — 7] — + -ul{r],t))d7] 
1� 严 e卜i +� �⑴,,,1 2, 
I 广 1 Q^ -V+l + 1 
^ 2 ^ ( 偏 + 声 
The inequality 




e1u、,t、+ \ul{rj,t)dv > |g， （3.5) 
whereas the inequality 
> 2 /%、(”，力;M”，力)却 
Jo z Jo 
= I g -
Jo 
implies 
[ e \ u 、 , t ) + I u U t ] 推 > \e、、,t) IS, (3.6) 
Similarly, we can get 
£ + > (3.7) 
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and 
J : 峡 r j , t 、 + l u l { r j , t ) ) d r j > . (3.8) 
Combining (3.4)-(3.8), we obta in 
^ < \ n \ m . t ) - ⑴ a.e. on (0 ,T ) . (3.9) 
C l a i m : < w?{t), t G [0 ,T) , w i t h m{t) nonincreasing on [0 ,T) . 
Proof: Suppose not, i.e., there exists a 力。such that < rin?(t) on [0, to)： 
while — m^(to). Bu t we would have by (3.9) tha t 
^ < 0 a.e. on (0,to). (3.10) 
LAJL 
By Lemma 2.14, we know m{t) is absolutely continuous on [0, to], then integrat ion 
of (3.10)，one has 
m{to) < m(0) < —v^ll以o(.)||丑 i(s) = to)||ifi(s) < —I以(C(力o)，力o)|， 
i f one recalls Lemma 3.1 and the conservation law f rom Theorem 2.1. The above 
inequality is incompatible w i t h our assumption 权2($(力0)，力。）=m'^ {to). A n analo-
gous argument shows that m is decreasing on [0, T). These prove the claim. • 
Since m?{0) > Co||i4o|Ihi(s) by the assumption, we can find 6 G (0,1) such 
that 6m'^{0) = 仰||?/i(s). 
From (3.9), we get 
dm 1 9 / " 、 、 1 9 / 、 
= ^ 5 m { 0 f - < a.e. on (0 ’T ) . 
Since m is locally Lipschitz on [0,T) and decreasing w i t h m(0) < 0, one can 
easily check that ^ is also locally Lipschitz on (0, T ) . Dif ferent iat ing the relation 
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^ (—) = a . e . on(0，T), 
dt \mJ m/ dt 
w i t h 丄 absolutely continuous on (0 ,T ) . F ina l ly by integrat ion we obta in tha t 
叫 0 ， ” ， 
Since m{t) < m(0) < 0 on (0, T ) , the above relat ion implies 
2 
t � m(0)(6-l)" 
So we finish the proof of Theorem A. 
Then we want to give a proof for Theorem A，. 
Proof of Theorem A, : Rewri te the equation (1.3) as 
Ut + uua： = -2K(G * u工)-djfil * {u^ + ^uD). (3.11) 
Dif ferent iat ion (3.11) w i t h respect to x yields 
Utx — uu工：c + = -2K,dj,{G * Uj：) - dl{G * {u^ + ^n^)) 
= - * + luD) - * 
- J + _ G * + ^ul) — 2k{G * (/ — Q^)u) 
= + - G * + — 2n{G * w) + 2k/U 
so that 
Utx — uu^^j, + = u^ — G ^ (y? ^ul) — 2 K { G * n) + 2隐. 
(3.12) 
Let m{t) have the same meaning as in the proof of Theorem A. Sett ing x = ^it) 
in (3.12)，we obtain the following equation a.e. on (0, T ) . 
dm 1 9 
u'im.t) — [G * + — 2 K ( G * U ) m , T ) + 2KM眺 t) 
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From the proof of Theorem A, we know 
On the other hand, by the representation of G, assume x < l , then 
1 fX 1 
, 1 r e工—去 + 工 , 
> —2 K max uix, t) ^ —TT / drj 
— cres � ’ 乂 2^sinh(|) Jo 2 丨 
1 /I e工—针全 + 工—i 7 , 
2 } 
> —2 K, max u(x, t ) . 
— xES ^ ' ^ 
Thus we have 
at 2 2 xes 
= - r n \ t ) + 8\l^\^/^o\\uo\HHs)) a.e. on (0,T) . 
Since the remaining part is similar to that of the proof of Theorem A, we omit 
the details. So we finish the proof of Theorem A，. 
Before going to the proof of Theorem B, we show the following lemma first. 
Lemma 3.2 Suppose u G then 
Mli ’ ) < \H\HHS) + (义"血)2. 
Proof: The proof is very simple. Since u is continuous on S, there exists a point 
Xo G S such that /§udx = U{XQ). For x 6 S, we have 
v?{x) — ( J udxY 二 u2(30) — u^^Xq) = J 2uuxdx 
rx 
JXQ 
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The above inequality implies the conclusion of our lemma. 口 
Proof of Theorem B The bi-Hamiltonian structure of (1.1) and the associated 
isospectral problem (see [11], also [7]) yield the following conservation laws: 
J udx and ^ (n^ + u l )dx . 
Therefore the following inequality holds for all t belonging to the lifespan of the 
corresponding solution to (1.1). 
K,亡)lli«>(s) < lko||?fi(§) + ij^uodx)'^, for all t > 0. 
Since the remaining part is similar to that of the proof of Theorem A, we omit 
the details. So we finish the proof of Theorem B. 
Example 1 For the in i t ia l profile Uo(x) = sin(27rx) + 4, x G [0,1], the corre-
sponding classical solution to (1.1) only exists in finite t ime by Theorem A. Direct 
computation yields 
|uo||^i(s) = J (siii(27rx) + 4tfdx + J (27r cos(27rx))^dx 
= 2 兀 2 + “ 1 6 
Li 
and 
mini/oxW 二 —2TI (a —6.28519) < 一y^ll狗ll//(s) -6.26179). 
Note that 
/ /-i 
/ (sin(27nr) + ^)dx 二 16 
\io / 
and 
/ rl X 1/2 
minw•工(工)=-2n > — ⑶ + ( / Uodxf -7.22767). 
xGS \ ^ ‘ Jo / 
So Theorem B doesn't work. 
Note also that none of the blow-up results in [4], [7] or [8] (Theorem 1 .1 , Theorem 
1.2 and Theorem 1.3) can be applied in this case. 
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Example 2 On the other hand, we would like to give an example, which illus-
trates the applicabil i ty of Theorem B as follows. Let 
( 
X — a, 0 < X < a, 
/⑷ 二！ 0， a < X < 1 - a, 
1 — a — X, 1 — a < X < 1. 
\ 
where 0 < a < | to be determined. By simple computations, we get 
| / | |^ i (s) = j。 (x — afdoc + j i (x + a - i f d x 




[ J o 腳 工 ) = a . 
We want a to satisfy 
I ^ 
l < C o ( — + 2a), i.e., - 1 > + 2a) (3.13) 
and 
2a3 
l 〉 i + 2a + a4’ i.e., - 1 < - \ — + 2a + a'^  (3.14) 
o V ^ 
By Mathematica, we get when a = 0.44， 
The right hand side of (3.13) a 1.01358 
and 
The right hand side of (3.14)义 0.97427. 
I t is easy to show that by standard mollification at points 0，a and 1 — a (a = 0.44), 
we can get a new function / G such that it also satisfies (3.13) and (3.14). 
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Let / be the in i t ia l data to equation (1.1). By the above analysis, we can see 
in this case, only Theorem B works. 
Final Remark 
Af te r this thesis is completed, the author was informed tha t Constant in has got 
another result about the blow-up for (1.1), cf. [5]. I t is 
Theorem 3.3 Assume that the initial profile UQ G H、S) has at some point a 
slope less than —1.041||iio||//i(§). Then the maximal existence time T > 0 of the 
corresponding classical solution to (1.1) is finite. The solution is bounded on 
0，T) but its slope becomes unbounded as t — T. 
By Fourier series, Constant in got the constant c, maxa;g§v?{x) < c | | t x | | “ g ) , G 
1/3(S). Bu t we have got a opt imal constant Co, and our method is different f rom 




a — X , 0 < X < a, 
uo(^) = 0, a < X < 1 - a, 
X -h a — 1, 1 — a < X < 1. 
where 0 < a < | to be determined. By simple computation, we get 
…oll?/i(s) 二 j (x - a)'^dx + J^ (x + a - l)'^dx 
+ f Idx-f [ Idx 
Jo Jl-a 
二 j + 
Since minj:e[o,” "oj* 二 — want a to satisfy 




1 > + 2a) (3.16) O 
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By Mathematica, we get when a = 0.4343, 
The right hand side of (3.15)记 1.00014 
and 
The right hand side of (3.16) 0.998893. 
I t is easy to show that by standard moll if ication at points 0，a and 1 — a (a = 
0.4343), we can get a new function 公。^ such that i t also satisfies (3.15) 
and (3.16). 
Let UQ be the ini t ia l data to equation (1.1). By the above analysis, we can see 
in this case, Theorem A is valid but Theorem 3.3 is not applicable. 
Chapter 4 
Non-periodic Case 
Proof of Theorem C: 
Let E{u) = l l ^ l l ^ i . Suppose u(x,f) is a solution to (1.2) w i t h UQ 6 H^. In [2], 
C amass a and Holm proved E{u) is a conserved quantity, i.e., E{u{.,t)) 二 
Apply ing u^dx to both sides of (1.2) and integrating w i t h respect to x, one 
obtains 
去丢 / uldx + utdx = / ulu'dx — [ 伪 - V + f ) d x 
o at Jm b JR JR JR 2 
< / uiv?dx 
jR 
Because 
I [ uldx\ < ( / uldxY^\ 
^K. J K J]R. 
it follows that 
f utdx > ~ ~ [ uldxY. 
Suppose that u G and it get its maximal value at xq, then 
2 /"^o roo 
2u (xo) = / 2uuxdx — / 2uuxdx 
J —CO JXQ 
< 广{u^ + ul)dx + 厂+ ul)dx 
J—OO JXQ 
=l^^ll^i = E{u). 
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So we get II以llioo < for al l funct ion u G 
On the other hand 
f ulv?dx < \\u\\\oo f uldx < 
Jr JR 1 
I f we let m{t) 二 /j^ u^dx^ m。denoting J^UQ^dx^ by the above analysis, we get 
Similar to the proof of Theorem A, we can show that m{t) < 0 and is decreasing. 
By the in i t ia l condit ion, we can find 0 < (5 < 1 such that 6ml 二 then 
= 圳 0 ) 2 一 & 爪 2 ⑷ S ⑷ on (0,T). 
Dif ferent iat ing the relation m • ^ = l^t E (0, T ) , we get 
d / 1\ 1 dm m、 ：^ — = — o n 0 , T , 
dt \mJ m/ at 
w i t h ^ absolutely continuous on (0, T ) . F inal ly by integrat ing this differential 
equation, we obtain 
1 1 \ s 
^ ~ ^ - 2 E M 叫 0 ， ” . 
Since m{t) < m(0) < 0 on (0, T ) , the above relation implies 
十 ^ muo) 
Thus there exists a t ime, say T* , such that 
l im f u l { . ^ t ) d . = - o o . 
t—>T* 
On the other hand, the following inequality 
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tells us that 
l im inf Ux(x, t) = —oo, 
since Ux(x, t ) is bounded from above (see Lemma 4.2). 
The proof of Theorem C is completed. 
Corollary 4.1 Assume UQ G UQ 丰 0，sat is f ies the following conditions 
f ulJx <0, ( / ulJxf > 3E{uo)^  + 
JR JR 
Then the corresponding solution to the following equation (4-1) blows up in finite 
time. 
Ut — Uxxt -\- 2kUX + 3uux 二 工Uxj； + uu讓,t > 0, X e M 
(4.1) 
u(x, 0) = uo(x), X eR 
Proof: Applying uldx to both sides of (4.1), one obtains 
[ uldx + ^ [ utdx 二 [ ui(2KU 
3dt JR ^ 6>/r z JR ^ 
2 
一 j耿 ulQ-2(2隐 + + 与)d:c 
< f ulu^dx + 2\k\\ [ ul{u Q~'^u)dx 
JR JR 
< -E{uo)'^ 4- 11^11^00 / uldx 
2 JR 
+ / u^dx 
JR 
But for any f e x G M, 
\ Q - ' m \ = \ \ j < / e - 耐 / 2 | | / | | 丄 2 < J五(/产 
z Jm z JR z 
So we have 
i L • ^ + 臺 五 ( — 2 + 3 M ( 力 + 
The remaining part is the similar to the proof of Theorem C. • 
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Let u{x, t) solve (1.2) and q{x,t) satisfy the fol lowing equation 
‘ q t 二 u[q,t), 0 < t < T , xeR 
(4.2) 
g(x,0) = X, X e M 
\ 
where T is the life span of the solution, then g is a dif feomorphism of the line. 
Assume tha t UQ G associating to a solution of (1.2) the potent ia l 
y u — Uxx, one can wr i te equation (1.2) in the fol lowing equivalent form: 
‘ 
yt = -VxU - 2yui, t > 0, X eR 
< (4.3) 
y{x,0) = yo{x), x eR 
\ 
We introduce some notations as follows. 
— : d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n w i t h respect to x 
ax 
— : d i f f e r e n t i a t i o n w i t h respect to t 
dt ^ 
fx : differentiation w i t h respect to space variable 
ft : differentiation w i t h respect to t ime variable 
Dif ferent iat ing (4.2) w i t h respect to x, one has 
•^Qt = Qxt 二 u“q,t)q工,t G (0 ,T) . 
Hence 
Lemma 4.2 Suppose u{x, t) solves (1.2). The followings hold up to the breaking 
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time T < oo. 
y{(l)Ql = yo ⑷, (4.4) 
— = — u)\q) — \ J1 ⑵ — uf(s)ds, (4.5) 
+ 二 + u)'(q) — | Jq⑴ e'^u, + u)'{s)ds, (4.6) 
羞〜⑷ 二 lu'iQ) — H ( ^ ) -U-ooe-^'-'Ku. 士 u彻ds. (4.7) 
tx| is bounded independently of time by a fixed constant C. (4.8) 
UX is bounded above by 2C + max UQ^ (4.9) 
Ux is bounded below by — C if breakdown does not take place. (4.10) 
Proof: Since 
丢(y ⑷(d) = IvtiQ) + yx(g)gt]gx + ^y(<3)Qxgxt 
1 2 二 U — Uxxt + 3UxU — Uxxx^ — 2Uxx社oc Qx •， 
SO we get (4.4). 
Note that 
fQ 
— Ux) = — e^y{s)ds. 
J —oo 
Differentiat ing the above equality by t, using qt = u(q, t) and —yt 二 (jju)^； + 
— then we have 
d rq 
二 ⑷ - / e'yt{s)ds 
at J-oo 
rq 1 
= - e M 咖 ⑷ + / -ul)^]{s)ds 
t/—OO L 
1 fq I 
=--e'^iv? + ul){q) - / e^[-2uux + uu^^x + — ul)]{s)ds 
Z J—oo Z 
1 1 rq 
=--e'^iu^ + u l - 2uu工)(q) - - e'[-2uu：, + u^ + ul)]{s)ds 
2 A J—oo 
1 1 厂 
=--e'^iu^ — uf{q) - - J e^u：,, — uf{s)ds. 
I t is easy to check that if u{x, t) is a solution, so is —u{—x, t). We call this 
property duality. So (4.6) follows by duality. 
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(4.7) is obtained by combining (4.5) and (4.6). 
(4.8) is obvious. I f n G C f (R), then H = + ul)dx is a constant of 
mot ion v? 二 f^^ uu^dx < H. Likewise, i f 'U = c + i L ' G R + then c and 
H = + wl)dx are constants of mot ion and |ii| S |c| + y/H. 
From (4.5) and (4.6), e土^(ita；干以)(…decreases w i t h t ime, we have, for any a: G M 
E咖，力— 工，力),力）< -UO{x), 
< e-卞Ox⑷-M工), 
and one of e 咖 ’ a n d e-(咖，亡)_工）exceeds 1, so 
Ux(q(x,t),t) < 2C -h maxuox, t > 0. 
Note q(.,t) is an increasing diffeomorphism of R, so f inal ly we get (4.9). 
(4.10) follows f rom (4.7) and (4.8) by the fol lowing reason: 
< lu\q) — ]^ul{q) < 臺"— 
Then we have Ux{q) down to —oo in finite t ime i f there exist any place and any 
t ime (xo, to) where to) falls below —C, (similar as the proof of Theorem 
A) . • 
Proof of Theorem D: 
For t E [0, T ) , note that the funct ion t) is an increasing dif feomorphism of 
R w i t h t) + 0 on [0, T ) x R. We deduce f rom Lemma 4.2 that as long as 
t e [0，T) we have 
y{x,t)>0{^ 0), x<q{xo^t), 
(4.11) 
< 0 ( ^ 0), x>q{xo,t). 
\ 
As t) := u{x, t) — Uxx{x,亡)，u{x, t) is given by the convolution u(x，t) = G 
wi th G = and therefore 
u{x,t) = Je-工厂 
丄 J —OO 
1 roo 
+ 5已工/： e 一 � 力 风 ， [ 0 , T ) , xGM, (4.12) 
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f r o m w h i c h we get t h a t 
u^x^t) = — 厂 e � ( U 风 
Z J —oo 
r t e [ 0 , T ) , xeR. (4.13) 
Le t 




⑴：=e办0’'）/ t G [0,T). 
So 
V{t) + 〜(g(Xo’ t), t) = i4(Wrro’ t ) , t ) (4.14) 
and 
W{t) 一 u“q(2:o, t), t) = u(q(xo, t ) , t ) (4.15) 
Since y(q(xo^ t ) , t ) = 0 for t E [0, T ) , we have 
广g(xo，亡） 
+e-办o’t) / t e [ 0 , T ) . (4.16) 
J—oo 
Using Ut = —yxU — 2yUx, we obta in , by in teg ra t ion by par ts , 
/ = - / e H y ( ⑶ 減 
J —oo J —oo 
一 / e《y(€, = / e � ( e ,械 , 
J —oo J —oo 
rQ{xo,t) rq{xQ,t) 
- / e、(€, t)u此 + / t)u工(《, 
J —OO J ~oo 
fQi^o.t) 1 rq{xo,t) 
= - / e鄉观 
J —OO Z J —oo 
- e”u(j},t)u工-去e”t4<>7，力)]r?=<7(:ro，i). 
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Subst i tu t ing the above expression into (4.16)，we get 
^ 工0，0 1 
二 — W O r o , , )，狀⑴+ e-咖’,）/ + - U L I ^ ^ T M 
at J —oo z 
-u{q{xo, t), t)u:,{q{xo, t),t) + t),t), t G (0，T). 
On the other hand, the inequality 
e—T厂eV(⑶+必⑶]超> 2e—I广Az(⑶〜(⑶坎 
J —OO J —OO 
J —OO 
yields 
e—工 / t) + t)]d^ > t). 
J —OO 
So finally we get，using (4.14)， 
j V { t ) > \ul{q{xo,t),t) — G (0 ,T ) . (4.17) 
I n an analogous way we obtain 
j W { t ) < - lul{q{xo.t),t),te (0 ,T ) . (4.18) 
Taking into account the inequalities (4.11) and the representation formulas (4.12) 
and (4.13), we observe that 
ul{q{xo^t),t) > u\q{xo^t),t), t G [0 ’T) . 
The differential inequalities (4.17) and (4.18) show that V{t) is str ic t ly increasing 
while W{t) is str ict ly decreasing on [0, T ) . The assumption ensures y ( 0 ) > 0 and 
W{0) < 0 so that 
V{t)W{t) < y ( 0 ) i y ( 0 ) < 0，力 e [0 ’T) . (4.19) 
By (4.12) and (4.13) we see that 
u\q{xo,t),t)-ul{q{xo,t),t) = V{t)W(t) on [0 ’T) , 
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so tha t f rom (4.7) and (4.19) we obtain 
J^9{t) < \v{t)W{t) < 臺 < 0 , t e [0 ,T) , (4.20) 
where 
g{t) :=u工[q[oco,t),t) for te [0，T). 
Assume now tha t T = oo, i.e., the solution exists for all t ime. We w i l l show tha t 
this leads to a contradict ion. 
From (4.20) we would obtain, after an integration, 
9{t) < ^V{0)W{0)t + ^(0) , t e [0, oo). (4.21) 
Since y(0)M^(0) < 0 and t)||L°°(M) is bounded, there exists certainly some 
to > 0 such that 
g2(t) > 2||'u(.,t)||L-(M), t e (to,00). 
Combining the latter inequality w i t h (4.11) yields 
丢“⑴ 去 ⑴ ， t e ( t o , o o ) . 
By (4.13), p'(O) < 0, thus we w i l l get a f ini te t ime blow-up result. This is a 
contradict ion. This proves that T < oo and we complete the proof of Theorem 
D. 
Remark 4.1 Actually, we can get the same result under the condition that UQ G 
YO = UQ — UQJ：工 satisfies 
r^o 亡 roo 
yo{xo) = 0, / > 0 and / e'^i^d^ < 0 
J —oo JXQ 
for some XQ E M . 
Proof of Theorem E: 
For t G [0, T ) , note that the function q(.,t) is an increasing diflPeomorphism of 
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]R w i t h qx{x, t) 0 on [0 ,T) x E. We deduce f rom Lemma 4.2 tha t as long as 
t e [0，T) we have 
yixA) > 0 i f qi-a, t) < x < 0, 
, 、 “ (4.22) 
y{x,t) < 0 i f 0 < X < g(a，力)， 
\ 
since g(0，t) = 0 , t > 0, by (4.2). 
Since y。is self-dual, by (4.12), we have 
uo⑷二 t 二 0) = 工 r e 〜 0 ( 0 敌 +知工厂 e — 〜 o ( …€ 
Z J —oo L J X 
1 roo 1 广 X 
=‘ ：^已-工 / e、(-0《+ / 0《 
Z J Z J —00 
1 roo 1 r~x 
= - U o { - x ) . 
i.e., Uo{x) is self-dual also. 
By the equation (1.2), i t is easy to check that i f u{x,t) is a solut ion to (1.2) 
w i t h in i t ia l data then — x , t) is also a solut ion to (1.2) w i t h in i t ia l data 
—Uo{—x). B y this fact, —Uo{—x) = Uo{x) and the uniqueness of the solut ion to 
(1.2), we get 
t) = —u〔—x,t), for al l t > 0, x G R. 
A n d therefore 
y{x,t) = - y { - x , t ) , for al l t > 0, x G R. 
So y{0,t) = 0 ,w(0, t ) = 0 , t > 0. By (4.13) 
1 rO 1 roo 
一，t) 二 + e-〜(e，力)炎 
1 fO 1 roo 
=3丄(-��+ 5/0 e-�(e,力风 
roo 
= / e-�(e,力 H 
Suppose wave breaking does not occur, i.e., u{x, t) exists for all t ime . 
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Claim: There exists some time, say 力。，収a;(0, to) < 0. 
P r o o f : Suppose not, i.e., t) > 0，for all t > 0. By the representation of 
Ux{0, t ) , which implies 
roo 
/ t)di > 0, for all t > 0. 
Jo 
For any b G [—a, 0], 
/(j(b,t) 
e � K ， 械 
-oo 
\J-oo Jq{b,t) J 
, / roo rO \ 




M"(M),t) + —(6,t)，t) = e 綱 / e - 诚 “ K 
,,、/ roo rQ \ 
=U / e — 坎 , 
VO Jq{b,t) 
> 0. 
Combining the above two inequalities, we obtain 
U:,{q{x,t),t) > \u{q{x,t),t)\, for - a < x < 0, ^ > 0. (4.23) 
After the above preparation, we have, for —a < 6 < c < 0, 
\ jb \Jyo{x)dxf = \ Jb yjy{q{x,t)dqf 
< J%{Q)E'^DQ X J\-^DQ 
=f\u{q) - u工工(q)ydq X ( g i ⑷ — e , 
J b 
二 (u - u洲eg — e-咖)） 
< ( u : , - u ) ( q ( b , t ) , t ) X ( 1 一 E 州 - 咖 ) ， 
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which implies 
I j : < { u - u 工 Xq(b,t),t), for - a < b < c < 0 , t > 0 (4.24) 
On the other hand, by (4.5)，we have 
roo 
+00 > - / 
Jo 
roo rc 
二 dt - + 2(ua； - u)y](q)dg 
Jo Jb 
roo PC 
> dt — u)'^(q)dx. 
Jo Jb 
Since 
q + = [ {uj： + u)(q)dt + X > x, 
Jo 
we get 
roo rc roo rc 
/ dt - uY{q)dx < / dt / - uf [q)doc < oo. 
Jo Jb Jo Jb 
So 
roo 
/ {ux — t))dt < oo for almost every x G [6, c . 
Jo 
This applies also at x = 6 by a self-evident reprise. Then a contradict ion is ob-
tained f rom (4.24): {u^ — u)'^{q) taken at x = 6 is summable w i t h respect to t, 
but I J^ is not. So the claim holds. • 
By the claim, there exists a to such that to) < 0. By (4.7) in Lemma 4.2, 
< - ^ 4 ( 0 , t). 
Then, we can get l i m f — t ) = - o o and to < T* < oo,‘ which contradicts our 
assumption that wave breaking does not occur. So we get our result and finish 
the proof of Theorem E. 
In order to prove Theorem F, we split i t into two theorems. 
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T h e o r e m 4 . 3 Assume that YO = U—UQ^X does not change sign. Then the solution 
y{t) to (4-3) with initial datum yo exists globally. 
Theorem 4 .4 Assume UQ G yo = U — UQ^X satisfies 
yo{x) < 0 on (—oo, XQ] and yo{x) > 0 on oo) 
for some point XQ 6 M. Then the corresponding solution u{x, t) to (1.2) exists 
globally in time. 
Proof of Theorem 4.3: 
Case 1: yo > 0: by the representat ion of (4.12) and (4.13), we get 
t) — u办,t) = e -工厂 e 〜 ( ‘ ， > 0 
J — OO 
and 
roo 
t) + u{x,力）=e^ / e - 〜 > 0 
Jx 
So we get 
—u{x, t) < t) < u{x, t), (x, t) eRx [0, T). (4.25) 
C a s e 2 : yo < 0: by the representat ion of (4.12) and (4.13), we get 




u办,t) + u{x, t、= e工 贼 < 0 
Jx 
So we get 
u{x,t) < u^{x,t) < - u { x , t ) , {x,t) e R x [0 ,T ) . (4.26) 
Summar iz ing the two cases, (4.25) and (4.26) i m p l y 
Ux(工,t) > > —I I以o | |hi(r) , (x, t) G R X [ 0 ,T ) , (4.27) 
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by Lemma 4.2. The remaining par t is the same as the proof of Theorem 3.5 in 
6], and we deduce f rom (4.27) tha t T 二 oo. For completeness we present the 
complete proof as follows. 
Step 1:丄2 a pr io r i bound for y. 
4： f = [ ytydx = - [ {2uy：^ + Au:,y)ydx 
atJR JR JR 
=—3 Uxv'^dx. 
JR 
Hence (4.27) implies tha t 羞 阅 < 別|"丨|!2⑷，by Gronwall 's inequal i ty we 
have 
WvWhiM) < KeK t , [0，T). (4.28) 
Step 2: 1/2 a pr ior i bound for y^. 
We approximate YO in H^ by functions I/Q G H^ having the same sign as YO. For 
this, choose p G C^( IR) w i t h p > 0, / j ^p = 1, and let Pn{x) = np(ji:r),n > 1, be 
the usual moll i f ier on M. Define y^ : = pn * yo for n > 1. Then y^ G H^ and yg 
has the same sign as yo. In addit ion, we have that (by Young's inequali ty) 
bo lk i (M) < lbo||i/i(R), ^ > 1- (4.29) 
Let y^ = Vq) be the solution of the problem (4.3) w i t h in i t ia l data yg. B y 
Theorem 2.11 we know that 
y^ e C([o,7；);丑2(]r)) n ^^([o,7；); h \ r ) ) , n > i . 
Hence t is continuously differentiable on [0, Tn) and we obtain the 
ident i ty w i t h u^ : = 
=一 6 / 视 fdx — 4 [ u:奠CLL — 2 [ u、2工y^dx. 
JR JR JR 
Recalling that u ^ = u"^  — y〜we get 
/ 奠doc = f u〜 
JR JR 
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since 二 0. Consequently，we find the estimate 
[ = [ u ^ i y ^ r d x - A [u-y^y^dx 
at JR JR JR 
< k [ (y^ydx + k ( [ { y l f d x f l \ [ {y^fdx) ， 
JR \JR JR / 
where we have used (4.27) and (4.29). Finally, we obtain 
+ o n [0,7；). 
Invoking the L^ estimate (4.28) in step 1 and Gronwall's inequality, we find that 
each y饥 exists globally in H^ w i th 
Since y{.,yo) e T ) ; ^r^(M)) depends continuously on yo e we find 
that for every Tq G (0’ T) an N{TO) e M such that 
n>7V(To ) , t G [0,To]. 
we now obtain 
IMIifi(R) S 1 + 价，T E [0,T), 
and the proof is complete. 
Proof of Theorem 4.4: 
From relation (4.4) in Lemma 4.2, we have 
yix, t) < 0 if X < q(xo, t), 
r … _ 一 y�0，，， (4.30) 
y{x,t) > 0 if x > q{xo,t). 
\ 
We infer from (4.30) and the formulas (4.12) and (4.13) that 




t) + u(x, t) = e"" J > 0 for x > q{xo, t). 
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Therefore we get 
Ux(x,t) > -\u{x,t)\ > -||l/o||丑 1(R),(工,力）6 股 X [0 ,T) , 
and this guarantees T = oo as relat ion (4.27) is again satisfied. 
So we finish the proof of Theorem F. 
Final Remark 
I n [26] (Theorem 6.1)，the author has proved the fol lowing theorem. 
Theorem 4.5 [26] Suppose that UQ G S > 3 / 2 is an odd function and that 
Uq 卓 0. Then the solution for the CH equation (1.2) blows up in finite time. 
The author claimed he could use essentially the same proof as that used in [5] for 
the periodic case. Bu t one can find that non-periodic case is a different story. 
We would like to demonstrate that the theorem is not t rue as follows. 
Let 
( 、 ‘ i f ^ > 0 2 / 0 � = 奸1 
^ ^ i f “ 0 
I t is not di f f icul t to check that yo ⑷ G and yo{x) has the fol lowing property. 
1. yo{x) is an odd function. 
2. 2/0⑷ > 0, for X G [0,oo). 
3. yo{x) < 0, for x G (—oo, 0). 
By Theorem F, we know that the solution w i l l exist globally. Thus Theorem 4.5 
fails. 
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